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Introduction 
The SAT® Trends Dashboard Report is designed to help institutions understand 
students’ SAT score reporting behavior as it applies to their institution. Each year, 
millions of students take an SAT exam. As part of that exam process, students have 
the option to share their SAT score reports with higher education organizations. The 
Dashboard provides insight on students who are sharing their SAT score reports with a 
particular institution. 

What is in the Dashboard? 
Institutional SAT data is accessible at two levels. A reader can view the most recently 
completed year to see how SAT score reports are trending from year to year. Or, they can 
view the SAT score report for the current academic year to see how SAT score reports are 
trending on a weekly basis. In both cases, the format gives institutions a comprehensive 
view of SAT score reports. 

Who is represented in this report?
This report provides several representative views: 

All Graduating Classes
When reviewing sections designated “All Graduating Classes,” the reader is shown SAT 
score reports regardless of high school graduation year. These reports are monitored 
throughout the academic year. Note: For page one of the Dashboard, students sending 
SAT score reports are counted once for each month they send an SAT score report, even 
if they send multiple reports in the same month. 

Graduating Class
When reviewing “Graduating Class,” the reader views SAT score reports for that 
graduating class only. The SAT Trends Dashboard report gives the reader SAT score 
report information on the most recent graduating classes so the reader can see how 
their institution is performing in the most recent high school senior recruitment cycle. 
Each month represents the number of students who sent an SAT score report from that 
corresponding graduating class during their high school career. Example: A student in 
the graduating class of 2016 sends the institution their SAT score report in May of their 
junior year. Then that same student retakes the SAT in October of their senior year and 
sends a new SAT score report. That student is counted as an SAT score report in both 
the month of May and the month of October for their graduating class. Note: SAT score 
reports are shown this way for Dashboard page one only. All remaining pages show 
“All Graduating Classes” and “Graduating Class” volumes as “Unique SAT Prospective 
Applicants.” 

Unique SAT Prospective Applicants
Although page one of the Dashboard shows SAT score reports, which could include the 
same student in more than one month, “Unique SAT Prospective Applicants” focuses 
on individual students. Starting on page 2, the Dashboard shows unique individual 
SAT score reports, counting each student only once and sharing their latest report 
information. The remainder of the Dashboard focuses on individual students. In this 
way, the reader can view important demographic information, such as ethnicity/race, 
socioeconomic status, and geographic locations for enrollment management purposes. 
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Why use the term “Unique SAT Prospective Applicants”?
When students register for an SAT, they get a chance to share their SAT score report with 
up to four institutions. Students may wish to send additional scores later in the college 
application process. A student chooses to share their SAT score report with an institution 
because they are interested in attending that institution. Sending an SAT score report is 
one of the strongest indicators that a student will become an applicant. 

What is the source for the Dashboard data? 
This data was compiled from information given by students during the SAT registration 
process and from official score results kept on file by the SAT Program. The SAT Program 
also tracks each student’s SAT score report–sending information when it compiles reports 
for higher education institutions. 

What’s New in the Dashboard? 
Beginning September 2016, the SAT Trends Dashboard added several new features. 
Using reporting capabilities from the College Board’s Enrollment Planning Service™, 
institutions can now view their SAT score reports by four new segments: 

� Top Competitor

� Top 5 Geomarkets

� Top 5 Feeder High Schools

� Intended Majors 

The Dashboard helps institutions better understand prospective students’ behavior. 
The new segments listed above give institutions a clearer sense of the institutions with 
which they’re competing for students; which geomarkets and high schools are sending 
them the most SAT score reports; and which academic programs students are most 
interested in pursuing at their institution. 

Besides the Enrollment Planning Service features listed above, the Dashboard has added 
the following segments and features: 

� Low-socioeconomic status

� First-generation status 

� Mean scores 

The low-socioeconomic status and first-generation SAT score reports let institutions 
carefully monitor progress toward important access goals. The mean score feature lets 
institutions gain a better perspective on a particular segment of the student population. 
Mean score information shows institutions how well students are doing in relation to 
the general population. Example: Are your institutional mean scores higher or lower 
than the segment you’re viewing? What could this mean for marketing strategies? Note: 
Population segments with less than 10 (<10) score reports won’t have a computed 
mean score. 
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SAT Score Senders Volume by Month—page 1 
Page one of the Dashboard focuses on the academic year, showing monthly SAT score 
reports from September through August. Figure 1 highlights the left side of page one. 
This represents all score reports from all graduating classes for a particular academic 
year. Note: Students sending scores in multiple months are counted once in each month 
they send an SAT score report throughout the academic year. Consequently, totals will be 
higher here than in other sections of the Dashboard. 

Figure 1: 

The right side of page one (Figure 2) looks at SAT score reports sent during the 
academic year by high school graduating class. This helps an institution understand 
the behavior of their most important prospects: high school seniors. Students sending 
scores in multiple months are counted once in each month they send an SAT score report 
throughout the academic year for both reports. Therefore, a high school senior who sent 
their SAT score report in May of their junior year and an SAT score report in October of 
their senior year is counted twice for purposes of both report sections. 

Note: Monthly counts for “Graduating Class” reports are recorded differently than those 
for “All Graduating Classes.” The “Graduating Class” represents reports sent during a 
particular month while enrolled in high school; the “All Graduating Classes” represents 
reports sent during a particular month in that specific academic year. 
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Figure 2: 

In most cases, the volumes for the “All Graduating Classes” section will be larger than 
the volumes for the “Graduating Class” columns on this page. This is because the “All 
Graduating Classes” volumes include multiple graduating classes, while the “Graduating 
Class” columns highlight just the current senior population for that graduating year. The 
purpose of this view is twofold: It enables the reader to see all SAT score reports and to 
focus on the high school senior pool for potential applicants. 

Unique SAT Prospective Applicants
to Date—page 2
In the remainder of the SAT Trends Dashboard, each student is considered on an 
individual basis. The information contained on these pages is collected using the 
student’s most recent SAT score report sent to an institution. Using our previous example 
of a high school senior who sent an SAT score report in May of their junior year and then 
another SAT score report in October of their senior year, the following information shown 
in Figure 3 would be taken from the October SAT score report. 

In Figure 3, the Dashboard explores unique student SAT score reports for “All Graduation 
Years” in a particular academic year as well as “Graduating Class” (which represents 
the high school senior pool). This particular portion of the dashboard shows all 
students, broken out by gender and the country of origin. Note: The Country of Origin 
category does not include U.S. territories. If an institution includes SAT score reports 
sent by students from a U.S. territory, the total figures won’t equal the “All Students” 
volume shown here. U.S. territories will be included in a later version of the SAT Trends 
Dashboard. 
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Figure 3: 

Academic interest appears on page 2 of the Dashboard (Figure 4). This feature provides 
insight into the type of majors students are seeking when sending their SAT score 
reports to an institution. As in previous pages, this data is shown for “All Graduating 
Years” and “Graduating Class.” The table is sorted based on student interest in the 
“All Graduating Years.” The purpose of this section is to highlight student interest 
overall (“All Graduating Years”) and by the high school senior class. Note: For purposes 
of reporting intended majors, only domestic students are included. Domestic students 
are defined by the address of the attending high school in which the student is enrolled. 
These volumes do not include international students or U.S. territories. 

Figure 4: 
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Unique SAT Prospective Applicants
to Date—page 3
In Figure 5, the Dashboard continues exploring unique student SAT score reports for 
“All Graduation Years” in a particular academic year as well as “Graduating Class.” But this 
section also explores ethnicity/race, first-generation, and low socioeconomic status (SES). 
Note: For purposes of reporting ethnicity/race, first generation, and low SES, only 
domestic students (as defined in the paragraph above) are included. 

Figure 5: 

Beginning on page 4, the SAT Trends Dashboard focuses on the most recent high school 
graduating class. The reader is no longer looking at “All Graduating Years” versus 
“Graduating Class.” The remaining pages focus strictly on the most recent graduating 
class and their most recent SAT score report. 
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Page 4 highlights new features in the Dashboard. Using reporting capabilities from the 
College Board’s Enrollment Planning Service, institutions can now view their SAT score 
reports by three new fields: Top Competitor, Top 5 Geomarkets, and Top 5 Feeder High 
Schools (Figure 6). With Enrollment Planning Service reporting, institutions can use the 
Dashboard to better understand which competitor is getting the highest overlap volume 
of their reports and which geomarkets and high schools are sending the most SAT score 
reports. 

Figure 6: 
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Unique SAT Prospective Applicants 
by State—pages 5–6 
On pages 5 and 6, the Dashboard focuses on SAT score reports from individual states. 
Institutions can view which states are sending the most SAT score reports (Figure 7). 
Using the new mean score feature, they can assess the mean score of their SAT score 
reports, compared to the state mean score. This assists institutions with their recruitment 
outreach. 

Example: Are you seeing higher mean scores in one state versus another? What can 
you learn from these differences? Note: For purposes of state counts, student SAT score 
reports are determined by the attending high school address. This is the one area of the 
Dashboard where institutions can view U.S. territory reports. 

Figure 7: 
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Unique SAT Prospective Applicants 
by Country—pages 7–8 
On pages 7 and 8, the Dashboard focuses on SAT score reports from international 
countries (Figure 8). Institutions can view which countries are sending the most SAT 
score reports (Figure 8). Using the new mean score feature, they can assess the mean 
score of their SAT score reports, compared to the country mean score. This assists 
institutions with their international recruitment outreach. 

Example: Which countries are sending you the most reports? Note: For purposes of 
international counts, student SAT score reports are determined by the attending high 
school address. These pages will only populate countries from which an institution 
receives reports. These pages will only appear if an institution receives international 
country reports. If an institution receives reports from fewer than 26 countries, only one 
page will appear. 

Figure 8: 
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Subject Test—last page 
The Dashboard’s final page (page 7, 8, or 9, depending on the number of international 
countries your institution receives SAT reports from) focuses on SAT Subject Test reports 
(Figure 9). Institutions can view their SAT Subject Test reports (Figure 9). 

Figure 9: 
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Frequently Asked Questions 
How often is the Dashboard updated?
The current academic year Dashboard is updated on a weekly basis. Students send their 
SAT score reports throughout the year, and each week the College Board records changes 
and updates the Dashboard. Previous academic year Dashboards are finalized on August 
31 each year and do not change once the academic year is completed. 

Why do some weeks/months have significant changes?
The most popular time for students to send their SAT score reports is when they first 
get their scores. So in months that have an SAT administration, you will likely see an 
increase in SAT score reporting activity. To understand anticipated volume increases, 
consult the SAT score release dates available online. 

Why do some months have big fluctuations in volumes from previous years?
Typically SAT score reports are sent in a consistent time frame, but schedule changes 
can occur. Changes can cause fluctuations in monthly volumes from one year to the next. 
To better understand anticipated volume increases, consult the SAT score release dates 
available online. 

Why haven’t I received any SAT score reports this month?
Throughout an academic year, there are times when students are less likely to send SAT 
score reports. For instance, September is not an SAT administration month so very few 
students will send an SAT score report during this time. However, most institutions will 
see a spike in SAT score reports in October because of the October administration. 
For this reason, it’s important to check your Dashboard regularly. You may not have many 
reports to begin the academic year, but you will likely see that change quickly in October. 

Is it possible to have more SAT score reports in a given month from 
the “Graduating Class” than the “All Graduating Classes”?
Yes, though this may seem counterintuitive. Remember that “All Graduating Classes” 
shows SAT score reports for one month in one given year. The “Graduating Classes” 
shows all SAT score reports sent by that graduating class for a particular month for 
multiple years. Here’s an example: Students graduating in 2016 may have sent their SAT 
score reports in March 2015 as juniors and again in March 2016 as seniors. In this case, 
they would be counted twice for that month in the “Graduating Class” column but would 
be counted only once in the “All Graduating Classes” column. 

How is “first generation” defined?
When students complete their SAT student data questionnaire (SDQ), they can elect to 
share their parents’ educational attainment. This information is compiled for institutions 
to define “first generation” in relation to a student. 

� No college means the student has reported that neither parent has had any schooling
beyond high school.

� Some college means the student has reported that at least one parent has furthered
their education beyond high school and may have completed an associate degree.

� Not first generation means the student has reported that at least one parent has a
bachelor’s degree.

� No response means the student did not complete this portion of the SDQ. We know
that each institution defines first generation differently. So, by reporting the data
this way, each institution receiving SAT score reports can determine how they want
to use this information to determine first-generation status.
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How are you defining “low-socioeconomic status”?
The College Board has developed a process to estimate family income, based on a 
number of factors that include geographic and demographic information, as well as data 
from the U.S. census. 

Why aren’t my numbers for Country of Origin 
matching my “All Students” reports?
In some cases, when adding the domestic, international, and no-response volumes, your 
total won’t equal the “All Students” volume given. This is because you likely have some 
U.S. territory SAT score reports not found in the Country of Origin category. A future 
enhancement will include this additional category for this section. To see your U.S. 
territories reports, look at pages 5–6 in which students are reported by states. 

How do you define “international” versus “domestic” students?
To determine whether a report is international or domestic, the student’s attending 
high school address is used. If you get SAT score reports from an international student 
studying at a U.S. high school, their report shows up as a domestic report. Sharing the 
data in this manner helps institutions determine domestic versus international recruiting 
opportunities. 

How is student ethnicity/race determined?
When students complete the SAT student data questionnaire, they can elect to share with 
us any and all of the ethnicities/races with which they identify. For this reason, adding all 
the ethnicity/race categories will not likely equal your “All Students” reports. Note that 
only domestic students are included in the ethnicity/race categories. 

How is my top competitor determined?
Your top competitor as defined by the Dashboard is the institution with the highest 
overlap of SAT score reports at the time the Dashboard is generated. Your top competitor 
may vary during the course of the year. 

What are geomarkets?
Geomarkets are areas within a state that represent a further segmentation of a 
population. Students from California don’t all share the same college-going behaviors. 
We have accounted for this variance by segmenting the 50 states into 304 geomarkets to 
provide further insight into student behaviors within particular areas of individual states. 

Why are some mean scores not available?
When compiling mean scores, the group size becomes meaningful. As a general 
practice, the College Board requires a minimum of 10 scores to calculate a mean score. 
All portions of this Dashboard with fewer than 10 reports won’t have a calculated mean 
score. 

When will you start using the new SAT scores to calculate mean scores?
Starting with the 2017 cohort class, all reports will use the new SAT scores to calculate 
mean scores. All reports showing the 2016 cohort or earlier use the old SAT scores to 
calculate mean scores. 
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Are you using concordance tables to calculate mean scores? 
Dashboard reports for the 2016 graduating class include mean scores based on the old 
SAT. Students from this graduating class whose most recent score came from the new 
SAT have that score concorded to the old SAT for purposes of the mean score calculation. 
Mean scores for students in the 2017 graduating class will be based on new SAT scores. 
Students in this graduating class whose most recent score is from an old SAT will have 
their score concorded to determine mean SAT scores for this graduating class. 

When I add mean section scores, they don’t always equal mean 
total score. Why? 
This can happen for two reasons. The first reason may be a case of rounding. When mean 
scores are averaged, sometimes rounding causes the section scores to be unequal to the 
total score. This is likely the case if the total of the section scores falls within 1–2 points 
of the total score. The same thing can happen if there are considerable differences in 
student section scores. Over large populations, the means tend to even out. But in small 
populations, a few score reports with substantial differences in section scores can show a 
greater difference between adding mean section scores and the total mean score. 

Why can’t I see the international country pages?
The international country pages will only populate if international score reports have 
been sent to your institution. So these pages may show one country, 5 countries, 50 
countries, or no countries depending on your SAT score report population. Remember: 
International countries are based on the student’s high school address. If you receive SAT 
score reports from an international student studying at a U.S. high school, their report 
will show up as a domestic report. 

How are the top 10 intended majors determined?
The intended majors are ranked by the most recent graduating class. Look at the “Current 
Graduating Class” section, and then follow the first column in this section. You may have 
more SAT score reports for a particular major in the “All Graduating Classes” column, 
which indicates that younger students are more interested in a particular major than your 
current high school seniors. 
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Learn more 
For more information about College Board Search and how it will help you reach your 
recruitment and enrollment goals, contact your College Board regional representative or 
email us at collegeboardsearch@collegeboard.org. 

Regional Teams 
Middle States Regional Office 
Three Bala Plaza East 
Suite 501 
Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004 
Phone: 866-392-3019 
Sheryl Sobiesiak 
ssobiesiak@collegeboard.org 

Midwestern Regional Office 
8700 West Bryn Mawr Avenue 
Suite 900N 
Chicago, IL 60631 
Phone: 866-392-4086 
Leslie Larocca 
llarocca@collegeboard.org 

New England Regional Office 
1601 Trapelo Road 
Suite 12 
Waltham, MA 02451 
Phone: 866-392-4089 
Jacki Giordano 
jagiordano@collegeboard.org 

Southern Regional Office
3700 Crestwood Parkway NW 
Suite 700 
Duluth, GA 30096 
Phone: 866-392-4088 
Tony Pace 
tpace@collegeboard.org 

Southwestern Regional Office 
4330 Gaines Ranch Loop 
Suite 200 
Austin, TX 78735 
Phone: 866-392-3017 
Eddie Arteaga 
earteaga@collegeboard.org 

Western Regional Office 
2001 Gateway Place 
Suite 220W 
San Jose, CA 95110 
Phone: 866-392-4078 
Ken Woods 
kwoods@collegeboard.org 
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